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l. Introduction 
In [5], Hugek gave a solution of the following problem: For faithful functors 
K:%‘+.d,S:d+~,L:%4?& T:%!+ZwithS4=ToL,findafunctorF:.s&9 
with F 0 K = L and T 0 F = S provided T is “topological” and K is a full embedding. 
Briimmer and Hoffmann [l] proved that this property is characteristic for T to be 
topological, i.e. one has (in %ut) an external characterization ftopological functors. 
Wolff [lo] showed that HuSek’s “diagonal functor” F can be constructed for 
arbitrary functors K, S, L even if one only has a natural transformation #: S 0 K + 
T 0 L instead of the identity S 0 K = T 0 L. Then, however, one gets only a natural 
transformation p: F 0 K 9 L instead of the identity F 0 K = L. Furthermore, Wolff 
proved a universal property which, in a sense, describes the constructed. F as the 
greatest diagonal. In the first part of this paper (Sections 2-4) we show that Wolff’s 
result can be obtained even for semi-topological functors T which were con- 
sidered by the first author in [8]. Then, however, the identity T OF = S must be 
replaced by a natural transformation CT :S + T 0 F, too. The‘characteristic property of 
a topological functor is just that a becomes an isomorphism or even an identity. 
In more detail, Section 2 contains an external characterization of locally orthog- 
onal $functors (cp. [S]); these functors are semi-topological, and any semi-topolo- 
gical functor ap ears as a. locally orthogonal %functor for some 9. In particular we 
get an external characterization of semi-topological functors and of fibrations 
n 5 we show that se opological f unctors 
of # is revers 
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solution F. This property was also investigated by Guitart [3], Van den Bril[4] and 
recently by RosicLy [7]. Guitart and Van den Bril solved the problem to find a 
smallest diagonal if T is a “q-functor” (this notion cannot bie compared with 
semi-topological); they had, however, to assume that left Kan-extensions of L and 
T 0 L along K exist. Clearly, the verification of this condition may be very difficult in 
concrete xamples. Rosicky gave two other criteria, which, however, contain other 
restricting conditions like the assumption that 98 has a cogenerating set of objects or 
% is a small category. 
In [4] and [7] the problem to find a smallest diagonal is described as an existence 
problem for left extensions in a special 2-category. We briefly recall this description 
in Section 6. 
Let us illustrate the contents of this paper by looking at a typical situation, e.g. at 
the commutative square of forgetful functors below: 
We shall construct different functors Fi : S&p + 90~ and Gi: 90~ + %rp, i = 1,2, 
being uniquely determined by universal properties, and these constructions in 
general characterize the underlying %s-functors of c,Brp and Fop. 
xternaf characterization of locally orthogonal 9 -femctom 
Let Tr 39 + 2? be a functor ’ and let 22 be a subclass of Mar(T) 
containing Iso( Then the following two assertions are equivalent: 
(i) T is a locally orthogonal %functor. . 
(ii) For all functors K, L, S and each natural transformation (I: S 0 K + T 0 L there 
exist a functor Fand natural transformations p: F 0 K + L and o: S -3, T 0 Fsuch that u 
belongs gointwise to 9 and properties I and II hold: 
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II. For all functors G and R and natural transformations a!: G 0 
+ T 0 G, such that #(p 0 K) = (T 0 a)( y 0 ) holds and y belongs pointwise 
to 2, there exists a unique 8: G + F with 
p(SoK)=a and (ToS)y=@. 
RoK YOK * ToGaK 
aaK 
I 
/ 
/ TO&OK 
/ 
/ 
J 1 
ToFoK 
TOP 
b ToL 
Fig. 2. 
Proof0 (i) 1 (ii). Let A be an object of A? and let sA be the comma-category (A, K) 
with objects all K-morphisms with domain A. There is a canonical projection functor 
DA : 4)~ + % and a K-cone KA: AA + K 0 DA. Let 
be a locally orthogonal %factorization of the T-cone 
with VA: SA -* TFA in 2. We have to define Ff for f: A + B in ~2. There is an obvious 
functor 
Df: go + 9A with DA 0 Df = DB. 
Hence there exists a unique Ff: FA -) FB with 
(TFfNaA) = W)(Sf) and pB(AFf) = &&A 0 Dfi 
Clearly, F: JXZ + 93 is a functor and cx S + T 0 F is a natural transformation belonging 
pointwise to 9. We define for all C E Ob % 
pC := JQ&KC, C) : FKC + LC = LDKc(KC, C). 
For every %-morphism h : C + D we have 
C) = (Sh)(pC). 
ence p: -9 is a natural transformation. 
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ATFA 
s 0 KfOf i bS'Koo&)f $“oA’of ’ 
T*LoOA"Of 
ToL*OB 
Fig. 3. 
I. rallCEOb%‘onehas 
!I. Let G, R, cy, & y be given as in II and let A be an object of ~2. Because of the 
commutativity of Fig. 4 there is a unique morphism 6A: GA + FA with 
p,i,(AtJA) = (a 0 DJ(G 0 KA) and (TSA)( yA) = (aA)( 
ARA AYA l ATGA 
ABA I 
ASA 
AaA 
I 
ATFA 
-QL RKo 
0 0 I T*GvcA 
I 
Ayh 
SK: o l A T*G*K*OA 
0 0 
A Y I T*aaoA 
TOPA 
~ToLoOA 
Fig. 4. 
) = CY with a unique natural transformation 
epimorphism (cp. [8,6.4]). 
& to be the one p 
lication of (ii) 
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s. (1) Because of [8,6.4] CT is a pointwise T-epimorphism. 
(2) Application of 2.1 (ii) to “T, L=B and = S? yields a new proof of [S, 
4.7,2]: T has a left adjoint functor. 
Let T be a locally orthogonal .%functor and, in 2.1 (ii), let 
faithful. If #belongs pointwise to 9, then p is an isomorphism. 
roof. For every C G Ob %? there is a natural transformation 
with K * hc = KKC since K is full and faithful. Because of 
(T 0 ~Kc)(AoKC) = (1,5 0 DKC)(S * K * AC) = (T * L * hd!A~C~ 
we get a unique morphism TC: LC + FKC with 
(TTC)(#C) = crKC and p&Arc) = L * AC. 
7: L +F * K is a natural transformation with (T * 7)$ = o 0 K. Together with I one 
gets (T * p)( T * r) = T * L, hence pi = L, because T is faithful (cp. [8, 4.71). 
Furthermore, from (T 0 T)( T * p)(a * K) = Q * K one gets rp = F 0 K, since a is a 
pointwise T-epimorphism (cp. 2.2). 
From 2.3 we derive a characterization i  which $ can be always 
morphism. Mere we use a similar construction as in [2,6, lo]. 
as an identity 
2.4. Theorem. Let T: 93 -) Z be a functor and let 9 be a subclass of Mar(T) 
containing Iso( Then the following three assertions are equivalent: 
(i) T is a locally orthogonal %functor. 
(ii) For all functors K, L, S with S * K = T * L and K full and faithful there xist a 
functor F and natural transformations p: F * K + L, u: S + T * F such that p is an 
isomorphism, CT belongs pointwise to 9 and properties I and II hold. 
I. (Top)(croK)=ToL. 
II. For all functors G and R and natural transformations Q!: G * K -, L, p: R + S, 
y : R + T 0 G, such that p * K = (T * a! )( y * K) hold and y belongs pointwise to 9, there 
exists a unique 8: G + F with 
p@oK)=a and (T * 6)~ = @- 
(iii) Same as (ii) but with K a full embedding and 
i) =$ (ii) follows from 2.1 and 2.3. 
+T* wit er the category ~9~ 
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arising from 9 by adjoining an initial object 0. One has a full embedding K: 9 + iBo 
and a natural transformation 8: AO+ K with sd = (0 3 d) for all d E 06 9. Let 
S: a*-* % be defined by 
. so=Y, SoK=ToD, SO&=& 
ThenwegetF,p,aasin(ii).WithB:=A),q:=oO:XjTBandlc:=p(F~&)one 
has (To&(Aq)=& Now let p:X-,TA be in 9, x:X+ Y in %‘and r:dA+D in 
Cone (48) such that e(Ax) = (T 0 ~)dp. Define G, R, ,#3, y by GO = A, G 0 K = D( =a), 
GOE=T, RO=X, RoK=ToD, Rv=E(Ax), flO=x, /3oK=RoK, yO=p, 
yoK=RoK. 
Then there is a unique 6: G + F with p(S 0 K) = D and (T 0 8) y = Op. Hence, for 
t := 60 one has (Tt)p = qx and &At) = 7. If t’ also fulfils these equations define 6’ by 
8’0 = t’ and S’ 0 K = p-l. Then 6’ = 6, hence t’ = t. 
Application of 2.4 in case % = 0 leads to the following special consequence. 
2.5. Co~ollapy. Let T: 58 + Zbe a locally orthogonal 9-functor. Then for each functor 
S: & + 9? there exists a functor F: SOT + 3 and a natural transformation C:S + T 0 F 
which belongs pointwise to 9, such that for all G and y: S -, T 0 G which are pointwise 
in.9 thereexistsa uniqueS:G+Fwith (ToS)y=c. . 
Fig. 5. 
2.6. Examples. In 2.5 take S to be the identical functor on Z Then we distinguish 
ween three characteristic kinds of locally orthogonal&functors. 
(1) If T is topological (9 = Iso(T then F in 2.5 is the right adjoint of T 
(2) If T is a monadic functor over 82s (9 = generating morphisms), then F in 2.5 
is defined by 
Fx 0 if X = 0 and there exists no a-ary operation, .- 
-I 1 otherwise. 
(1 denotes a terminal object in Se). 
(3) If T is the inclusion functor of a full reflective subcategory (9 = T-universal 
arrows), then F is the reflector. 
Finally we extend the Briimmer-Hoffmann construction [l] to locally orthogonal 
is gi.ves us an external characterization without any ind of “universal 
property” like property 
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Let T : 48 + 9i? be a functor and let 52 contain fso( T). Then the 
folio wing three assertions are equivalent : 
(i) T is a lo~aily orthogonul ~gfunctor. 
(ii) 9 consists of T-epimorphisms only, and for all functors K, L, S with K full and 
faithful and for each natural transformution @: S 0 K + T 0 L which belongs pointwise 
to 22 these exist a fu~ctor~and natural transformations p : F * K + L, o: S + T 0 ~su~h 
that p is an isomorphism, o’ belongs pointwise to 9 and (T * p)(a 0 K) = ~9. 
(iii) Same 4s (ii) but with K u full embedding. 
Proof. (i) =$+ (ii) follows from 2.1, 2.3 and [8, 6.41. Trivially (ii) + (iii). 
(iii) + (i). &cause of the assumption A! c Epi( T) is suffices to construct focally 
orthogonal %factorizations of discrete T-cones, Let (yi : Y + TAi ; i E 9) be given. 
Form a category & as follows: 
Ob& := 9 u(Y}v.% (disjoint union); 
&((p, A), Y)) := {x : (p, A) 9 Yjx : dam(p) + Y in 9Z’ and there exists an 
&cone (ai : A + Ai; i E 9) with (Tai)p = yix}, 
Sa(( p, A), i) := {g: (p, A) -, i f g: A + Ai in J@ and there exists an 
d( Y, i) := {yi}; 
all other horn-brasses are void or wnsist of the identical morphism only. composition 
of X: (p, A) + Y and yi: Y + i is defined by ai with (Tai)p = yix. Let % be the full 
subcategory of s& containing 9 and 9i and Iet K be the full embedding. Define 
L:%‘4#? andS:&+Zby 
L(p, A) := A, Li := Ai, L(g: (p, A) + i) :== g, 
S(P, 4 := dam(p), SY :C Y, Si := TAi, 
S(x : (p, A) + Y) := x, Sk: (p, A)+ i) := (Tg)p~ S(yi: Y+i)=yi, 
L and S are functors. A natural transformation #: S 0 K + T 0 L is given by 
cl/(p, A) := p, #i := TAi. 
@ belongs pointwise to 9, Hence we get F, p, ci” as in (ii). Putting 
B := FY, q :==aY:Y+TB, bi I= (pi)(Fyi) : B + Ai, 
we have q in 9 and 
)(Syi) = yi for all i E 9. 
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Nowletp:X-*~~Abein~,x:X-,YinXand(ai~A-*Ai;iE~)inCone(48)be 
given with (Tai)p = YiX. Then we have x : (p, A) -+ Y in J# and 
t:=(Fx)p-‘(p,A):A+B in9. 
Consequently 
(Tt)p=(TFx)(T”p-‘)(p,A)#(P,A) 
= (TFx)a(p, A) = (aY)(Sx) = qx. 
This completes the proof because of 9 c Epi(T). 
2.8. Remark. It is clear. that there are corresponding characterizations for orthog- 
onal %functors which are in particular locally orthogonal Sfunctors cp. [S]. With 
the same proof as for Theorem 2.1 we obtain the following external characterization 
of orthogonal Sfunctors: Same condition as 2.l(ii) but replace II b:r the following 
condition: 
II’. For all functors G and R and natural transformations 
a:GoK+L,@:R+ToF and y:R+TG, 
such that (T 0 p)(#3 0 K) = (T 0 a)(y 0 K) hold and y belongs pointwise to 9, there 
exists a unique S: G --) F with 
p(SoK)=a and (ToS)y=p. 
By taking for T the identity functor we obtain as corollary an external charac- 
terization of orthogonal %-categories (cp. [S]), i.e. of categories with a canonical 
factorization structure of cones. 
3. Cone factorizations as factorizations of morphisms 
Because of 2.1 it is possible to describe a locally orthogonal Sfunctor by relative 
factorizations of morphisms instead of cones. For this, we introduce first the 
following notion. 
3.1. Definition. Let P: d + ii? be a functor and 9 c Ah(P) a subclass. We say that P 
has locally orthogonal $2~images iff every P-morphism has a locally orthogonal 
S-factorization (cp. [8], 5.1). 
Of course, a locally orthogonal S-functor has locally orthogonal S-images, but not 
vice versa. For instance, the underlying Z%zs-functor P of a category of finitary 
algebras has locally orthogonal S-images where 9 consists of P-generating 
morphisms but is not right adjoint. 
We form the following (me a-)category $$ of diagra over the category $5 
Objects are functors with co-domain S?, morphisms (K ):U+ V consist of a 
functor and a natural transformation K : ti 0 
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&z@ 
Fig. 6. 
The composition of ;K, K) : U + V with (h, L) P V + W is given by (A (K 0 L), K 0 L). 
Every functor T; 3 + % induces a functor ?: %& %$. If 9 is a subclass of Mor( T) 
define the following subclass & of MO@): . 
d := ((a, A?) : S + fF (~212 is the domain of S and 
a: S + T 0 F belongs pointwise to 9). 
3.2. CoroUary. Let 9 contain [so(T). Then the following two assertions are 
equivalent : 
(i) T is a locally orthogonal 9-functor. 
(ii) rfi has locdy orthogonal d-images. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Let ($, K) : S + T^L be in MO@). Applying 2.1 (ii) we: get 
morphisms (CT, &): S + ?F in L$ and (p, K): F + L with 
f(P, K)(6 4 = (#, W. 
Now, let the commutative square of Fig. 7 be given. 
Define G := GoN,~:=RoN,&:=~,~:= /3 and 7 := y 0 N and apply 2.1, II to 
these data. Then one gets a unique “diagonal” (8, iv) : G + F rendering commutative 
the square of Fig. 7. 
(ii) + (i). Take N to be the identity. Then (ii) means 2.1 (ii). 
bprisingly, existence of locally orthogonal J&images can be externally chariacter- 
ized again. All considerations we have made for cones in Section 2 can be speci;alized 
to morphisms provided has a left adjoint. 
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A 7%e following statements are equivalent for T: 3 + 2 an& Zso (T) c 
9 c Mar(T). 
(i) T has locally orthogonal s-images. 
(ii) Same as 2.1 (ii) but with K right adjoint. 
(iii) Same as 2.4 (ii) but with K right adjoint. 
(iv) Same ai 2.7 (ii) but with K right adjoint. 
* roof. (i) =1$ (ii). One can proceed in an absolutely analogous way as in 2.1 (i) $ (ii). 
However, &?A must be replaced by the unit r): .s& K * M of a left adjoint M of K. 
More precisely, instead of Fig. 3 consider the construction of Fig. 8. 
TFA 
CIA 
SA / 
1 \TPA 
I 
> SKMA 1 TLMA 
SnA ; JlMA 
I 
TFf 1 SKMf 
Sf 
i 
TFB 
TLMf 
TLMB 
IFig. 8. 
Let E : M 0 K + %? be the zo-unit of the adjunction. Then 
p := (Lo&)(& 0 K) 
fulfils 2.1, I. Just so property II is shown. However, to prove uniqueness of 6 one 
cannot use the argument that 9 consists of T-epimorphisms only. But, in view of the 
existence of a left adjoint, the equations 
~cS=(cuoM)(Go~) and p(SoK)=a 
are equivalent; this yields a direct proof. 
Trivially (ii) 3 (iii) and (ii) =$ (iv) since there is a lemma analogous to 2.3: See 
3.4 below. 
(ii) + (i), (iii) =+ (i), (iv) + (i) are special cases of 2.1, 2.4, 2.7 (ii) 3 (i) because 
oint category . One only has to verify the 
existence of a left adjoint of ree constructions. 
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b Let T have locally orthogonal s-images and, in 2.1 (ii), let 
and faithful right adjoint. If @ belongs pointwise to 9, then p is an isomorphism. 
ecause is full and faithful, E is an isomorphism and 
(T~~QK)(uoK)=(ToLoE-~)#. 
Hence there is a unique 7 with 
(Tv)$=vK and (poK)r=L&. 
From (T 0 7p)(cro K) = a 0 K and (p 0 K)r? = g 0 K we get rp = F 0 K. Further- 
more,p7=(L0e)(L0?)=L. 
Now we can form the subcategory %&,of B$with the same objects but only those 
morphisms (K, K) which contain a right adjoint functor K. T can be restricted to 
L: a”,,ra+ Dora* 
Then 3.3 (i) e (ii) means: 
3.5. Corollery. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) T has locally orthogonal .%images. 
(ii) T,.a has locally orthogonal g-images. 
4. Characterization of semi-topological functors by semi4nitiality 
Semi-topological functors appear as “special” locally orthogonal 9!-functors: 
9 = Quot( T) (cp. [8,5.2]). Hence the external characterization flocally orthogonal 
%functors leads to an external characterization of semi-topological functors. 
However, semi-topological functors are defined without any parameter by means of 
semi-initiality or semi-finality. So, an external characterization of semi-topological 
functors should be possible without any reference to some 9. 
4.1. Theorem. Let T: 98 + 2’be a functor. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) T is semi-topological. 
(ii) For all functors K, L, S and any natural transformation #: S 0 K + T 0 L there 
exist a functor F and natural transformations p: F 0 K + L, o: S + T 0 F such that 
properties I-III hold :
I. (Top)(uoK)=+. 
II. For all functors G and natural transformations cu: G 0 K -, L, @ : T 0 G + 
@oK)=T~thereexistsauniqueS:G+Fwithp@o )=a!and ToS=c@. 
For any natura! transformation 7 : F + F, p(~ 0 
(iii) = (ii) with0 but with CT pointwise 
(iv) =(ii) githout III,’ but with a a pointwise T-quotient. 
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1 
Fig. 9. 
(v)=(ii) without HII, but with K full and faithful, I) an identity and u pointwise 
T-epimorphic. 
(vi)=(ii) without III, but with K full and faithful, # an identity and o a pointwise 
T-quotient. 
(vii) = (vi) but with p an isomorphism. 
(viii) T is faithful and (ii) holds without II and III, but with K full and faithful, + 
and o pointwise T-quotients and p an isomotphism. 
Proof. (i) + (ii), (iii), (iv). Proceed in the same way as in 2.1 (i) 3 (ii) but take y to be 
an identity morphism. Note that III is trivial, since 10’ can be chosen as a pointwise 
T-epimorphism. (ii), (iii), (iv) + (i) are to be shown as 2.1 (ii) _ (i). 
(i) + (v), (vi), (vii) follow from 2.4 (i) * (ii). The anverse implications are to be 
shown as in 2.4 (iii) a (i). 
(i) e (viii) follows from 2.7. 
4.2. Corollary. The following statements are equivalent for a functor T: 48 -) E 
(i) T is topological 
(ii) For all functors K, L, S ani each natural transformation #: S 0 K + T 0 L there 
exist a functor F and natural transformations p: F 0 K + L, u: S + T 0 Fsuch that u is 
an isomorphism and properties I and II of 4.1 hold. 
(iii) = (ii), but with K full and faithful and @, p isomorphisms. 
(iv) T is faithful and (iii) holds without property XI. 
. 4.2 (i) e (ii) e (iii) is just Wolff’s characterization of topological 
functors [10, Theorem l] and 4.2 (i) l~lr (iv) coincides with the result of Briimmer and 
Hoffmann [1, 1.51. Note that in these papers “topological”, means “properly 
topological”. Hence v appears as an identity morphism. Then, if T is amnestic and if 
# is an identity, p is an identity, too. 
The external characterizations of locally orthogonal 9-functors can 
be recovered ko 4.2 because very locally orthogonal 9-functor T has a represen- 
tation as a full reflective restriction of a properly topological functor (cp. [S, 8.21). 
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More precisely, let K, L, S and +: S 0 K + T 0 L be given. Then factorize T = Q 0 E 
over a properly topological functor Q and a full reflective embedding E with 
reflection 7 : X + E 0 R such that R 0 E = $9, q 0 E = E and Q 0 q belongs pointwise 
to 9. 4.2 (ii) yields .H and zHoK+EoL with S=QoH and Qor=$. Then 
F:=RoH,a:=Qo~oFandp:=Ro~fulfil21(ii). 
Finally we briefly describe semi-topological functors T by a property of the 
induced functor T of Section 3. At first we need the following notion. 
4.5. Definition. (1) P: d + 2? is called a semi-@ration, iff every P-morphism has a 
rigid P-semi-init ial lifting. 
(2) P is callelk a semi-co-fibration, iff every P-co-morphsk ha: a P-semi-final 
lifting. 
Trivially, a semi-topological functors is both, a semi=fibraCdn a d a semi-co- 
fibration. (Co-) Fibrations are semi-(co-)fibrations. More generally, functc.jrs admit- 
ting locally orthogonal &images with 9 2 Iso are semi-fibrations. 
In the same way as 3.2 follows from 2.1 now 4.1 (i) w (ii) gets the following 
interpretation. 
4.6. Corollary. The following two assertions are equivalent: 
(i) T is semi-topological. 
(ii) 5 Bi* BL is asemi-@ration. 
Just so from 4.2 (i) e (ii) we get: 
4.7. Corollary. The following two assertions art? equivalent: 
(i) T is topological. 
(ii) ? is a fibration. 
Fibriations are just functors admitting locally orthogonal 1so (T)-images. Hence 
3.3 gives an external characterization of fibrations. In particular, one has: 
4.8. Corollary. The following two assertions are equivalent: 
(i) T is a fibration. 
(ii) Tra is a fibration. 
5 Characterization of semi-topological functors by semi-finality 
Semi-topological functors T: 98 + 2’ can be equivalently described as f unctors 
admitting semi-final liftings of all T-co-cones (cp. [S, .2]). In this section we discuss 
external consequences of this fact. 
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5.1. Theorem, Let T: 413 + %‘be u functor. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) T is semi-topological. 
(ii) For all functors K, L, S and any natural transfotma?ion (I: T 0 L -, S 0 K there 
exist a functor F and natural transformations p: L+ F 0 K, tx S + T Q F such that 
properties I and II hold. 
Fig. 10. 
I. Top=(PK)*. 
II. For all functors G and natural transformations ar : L + G 0 K, /3: S -+ T 0 G with 
(&~K)#=T~~existsauniqueS:F+Gwith (SoK)p=arand (ToS)cr=& 
. . . 
( ) 111 Same as (ii), but with K full and faithful, 9 an identity and p an isomorphism. 
( > iv T is faithful and (ii) holds wilhoutproperty II, but with K full and faithful, $ an 
Fig. 11. 
identity, p an isomorphism and CT a pointwise T-epimorphism. 
(v) Same as (iv) but with T-quotient instead of T-epimorphism. 
One can proceed analogously to section 2 using semi-final prolongations 
instead of semi-initial factorizations. But here we will use another method.which 
allows us to employ the results of section 2. The key for this is the following lemma: 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
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(ii) Same as 5.1 (ii), but with a an isomorphism. 
(iii) Same as 5.1 (iii), but with a an isomorphism. 
(iv) Same as 5.1 (iv), but with tr an isomorphism. 
Lemma 5.2 is obtained by dualizing 4.2, since “topological” is self-dual: T 
topological e Top topological (cp. [8,4.3]). Now we continue in proving 5.1. Just as 
in 4.4 we consider K, L, S and @: T 0 L + S 0 K and take a factorization T = Q 0 E 
with reflection r): X-, E 0 R such that R 0 E = %?, q 0 E = E and Q 0 VJ belongs 
pointwiseto~.By5.2wegetHand~:EoL~HoKwithQoH=SandQo~=~. 
Thenp :=Rorandu’= Q 0 q 0 H fulfil properties I and II of 5.1. Moreover, u is a 
pointwise T-quotient and ~1 is an isomorphism, if T is. In this way (i) + (ii), (iii), (v) are 
pro%red. 
CT 
Fig. 12. 
(ii) + (i). Take & := 1 and proceed as in 2.1 (ii)+(i). 
(iii) + (i). Analogous to 2.4 (iii) + (ij, but with 91 (adjoining a terminal object 1) 
instead of BO. 
(iv) =$+ (i). It suffices to construct semi-final prolongations of discrete T-co-cones 
(cp. [8,4.2]). Let (xi: TAi +X; i E 9) be given. Form a category .s&! as follows: 
Ob d := Ob @ v {X} u .9 (disjoint union); 
&(X, B) := {y :X + B 1 y : X + TB in a? and there exists an &co-cone 
(bi:Ai+B;iE.P)with Tbi=yxi) 
~(i,B):={g:i-*BIg:Aj-,B indandthereexists 
y E &(X, B) with Tg = yxi}; 
d(i, X) + {Xi}. , 
Now proceed analogously to 2.7 (ii) --s, (i). However, here we can take 9 to be the 
identity. (We have jus? the dual of the construction of 
(v) =$ (iv) is trivi:al. 
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5.3. Remarks. (1) In 5.1, CT is always a pointwise Tquotient, hence a pointwise 
T-e?imorphism. Hence, in II uniqueness of 6 follows automatically. (S 0 K)p = Q! 
follows from (T 0 S)a = p, if T is faithful. 
(2) Application of 5.1 (ii) to the case % = 0, § = a? (cp. 2.5) yields nothing new: F 
is a left adjoint of 7’. 
Application of 5.1 (ii) to the case $ = K = T, L = @I, S = iI? yields the following 
corollary. 
5.4. Corollary. Let T be semi-topological. Then there exist a functor F and natural 
transformations p: 93 + F 0 T, (T: 8 -) T * F such that a is a pointwise T-quotient, 
Top=aoTandforallG,a!:~-*GoT,p:~-*T~GwithTocu=poTthereisa 
uniquz&F+Gwith (SoT)p=aand (ToS)a=& 
5.5. Remark. The functor F constructed in 5.4 is sometimes a left adjoint of .T, 
sometimes a right adjoint of T, in general something else, because F and u fulfil the 
statement of 2.5 for S = 8Y and 9 = Quot( T). To prove this, let y: %‘+ T 0 G be a 
yointv*ise T-quotient, i.e. for all X E 06 % there exist &: T 0 Dx + AX and 
lx; Dx + AGX, such that 
(ArX)Zx = T Q 4-x 
is a T-semi-final ifting. Because of (AaX)& = (T 0 F 0 &)( T 0 p 0 Dx) there is a 
8X: GX + FX with (TSX)( yX) = OX. From 2.6 we see that F plays very different 
roles. 
5.1. (i)e(ii) is the description of a semi-topological functor as a semi-co-fibration. 
For this, define the category 9~ of diagrams over 8? (cp. [4,7]): Objects are functors 
with co-domain E, morphisms (K, K) : U -) V consist of a functor K and JB natural 
transformation K : U + V 0 K. Composition of (K, K) : U + V and (A, L): V + W is 
given by ((A 0 K)K, L = K). Clearly 
3: = ( Q@P)OP. 
Again we have an induced functor T: SD@ +SD*. 
5.6. Corollary. The following conditions for T: 9 + ii? are equivalent: 
(i) T is semi-topological. 
(ii) P is a semi-co-fibration. 
. 
ical ~uncto~ admit left extensions 
Sgcarries the structure of a 2-category: O-cells are the objects of SD%, l-cells are 
hisms of 9~ and 2-cells +:(K, ‘) are natural transformations 
such that (V 0 & = K’ (where is the co-domain of (K, K) and (K’, K’)). 
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Now 5.1 (i) e (ii) can be rephrased as follows: 
6.1. Corollary. The following conditions are equivalent for T: B + %‘. 
(i) T is semi-topological. 
(ii) For all functors K, L, S and each natura! transformation $:T 0 L + S 0 K the 
l-cell (T 0 L, L) has a left extension along (#, K) in BE, 
Fig. 13. 
i.e. there exists a l-cell (CT, F) and a 2-cell p : (1’ * L, L) + (a; F) 0 (#, K) such that 
for a.ny I-cell (& G) and 2-cell ay : (T * L, L) + ip, G) 0 ($, K) there exists a unique 
6: (a; F) -L (p, G) with (6 * (@, K))p = cy. 
(To LA) 
P 
+ bF)+,K) 
\ 
I 
a 16. (W) 
\ 1 
Fig. 14. 
6.2. Remarks. (1) One can prove a little stronger result than in 6.1: The l-cell 
(T 0 L, L) : T 0 L -, L can be replaced by an arbitrary l-cell (cp, L) : .D + T such that 
Q : D + T 0 L belongs pointwise to Quot( T). This generalization isdue to Wolff [ 1 l] 
and can be outlined in the context of “structure functors” [9] which are more general 
than semi-topological functors. 
(2) Qur external characterizations of semi-topological functors give various 
possibilities to introduce the notion “semi-topological” for a l-cell in an abstract 
2-category ‘V (constructions like 9% are to be made over V’ instead of (eat). We still 
are not sure which characterization is the most adequate one to make such a 
generalization because we do not see enough guiding examples. 
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